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Unfortunately, storing the priceless genetic diversity of plants is
not as easy as locking jewels into a safe. The genetic material
must be kept alive and reproducible. Seed storage is the best
long -term preservation for most plants' genes. The article be-

ginning on page one describes another possibility for other
plants: frozen tissue. The article on page four gives some
examples of how stored genetic material has helped keep
fields bountiful. The field on the cover is a test plot for barley improvement research.
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This magazine includes a story about Dr. Craig Oliver, the
new director of the University of Arizona Cooperative Extension Service. We at the College of Agriculture feel fortunate to
have a person with Dr. Oliver's experience and ability coordinating Extension in the state. As he says on these pages, the
primary aim of Extension is to help local people meet local
needs. Through Extension offices in each county, Arizonans
can get reliable, research -based information for personal use
about gardening, nutrition, crop production, livestock, family
economics, energy conservation and many other topics. The
4 -H program serves the needs of 9 -to -19 year olds. Extension's

Community Development Program helps groups of rural or
small -town people work together productively to identify and
solve community -wide problems.
In a variety of research projects, the College of Agriculture is

working on solutions to even wider public issues. Some of
these, such as proposed changes in the 160 -acre limitation and

the increasing mechanization of agriculture described in this
magazine, are important policy questions which will directly
affect our clientele. It is good that such issues are discussed
widely so that the public may be better prepared to evaluate
the impact of a given policy decision. Productive public discussion must deal in facts, though. The College of Agriculture
does not try to decide public issues, but its research helps
provide information for predicting the effects of decisions that
must be made.

Letters to the editor
Progressive Agriculture in Arizona welcomes letters either in
response to published articles or about other agricultural issues

and College of Agriculture programs in the state. All letters
should be signed and are subject to editing for clarity and
space considerations.
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University of Arizona
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Carnation plants inside five -inch test tubes have grown
from microscopic cuttings that were frozen with liquid
nitrogen.

Deep - frozen cell samples may give alternative
to seed storage for preserving plant genes
Many agricultural plants, from peaches to potatoes,
are usually reproduced from vegetative cuttings, grafts or
tubers rather than from seed. Most of these do not breed
true from seed. For example, plant a seed from the best

apple you ever ate, and you are apt to get a tree with
mediocre apples. Others, such as potatoes, just do not
produce seeds readily enough for common use.

Seeking efficient and reliable long -term storage for the
genetic information in such plants, UA plant scientist Dr.
James O. Anderson has refined techniques for the deep freezing of plant tissue cultures.
He takes a pinhead -size scraping from inside the tip of

a plant stem, keeps it in a warm broth for a couple of
days, adds some biological "antifreeze," then drops the
temperature slowly to minus 196 degrees Celsius (minus

321 Fahrenheit, the temperature of liquid nitrogen). At
that unearthly temperature, the life processes of the plant
material almost stop.

"It's not quite suspended animation, but it's close,"
said Anderson.

When he thaws out the sample, the pale lump of tissue does not look promising, but within a few days, it
turns orange, then green, then begins putting out leaves
and roots.
In most of his work so far, he has used tissue samples
from carnations, but he is also investigating frozen and

thawed tissues from apple, sugar cane, wild carrot,
Douglas fir, alfalfa and loblolly pine.
Preserving Germplasm
How long can the frozen material survive?

The tricky stages for the cells are the freezing and
thawing steps," said Anderson. "Once it's frozen, the
tissue is very stable. It will keep a long time without any
damage. Twenty -five or 30 years would not be unreasonable to expect."
Such long -term storage is the aim of his work. Many
plant varieties with genetic traits that could be valuable
in the future may not be suited to commercial growing in

the meantime. To safeguard the crop -improvement
potential stored in the germplasm (genetic material) of
such plants, seeds or other reproduceable tissue must
be kept alive.

Plant science laboratory technician Wayne Mosier
lowers pre- frozen plant samples into a storage freezer.
The fumes visible are liquid nitrogen vaporizing due to
contact with warmer hardware and air.

The accompanying article beginning on page 4 illustrates the importance of germplasm storage.

The germplasm of many plants that are not propagated by seed is stored by keeping full -grown plants,

such as in an orchard of apple varieties. Anderson offers
four reasons that storage of germplasm as frozen tissue
samples would be valuable as a supplement to whole plant storage.

Frozen samples would be less susceptible to diseases, killing frost or other environmental damage.
They would be less susceptible to naturally occurring genetic mutations. The more times cells divide,
the greater are the chances for such changes. In the
frozen tissue, cell division virtually stops.
Frozen storage in liquid nitrogen would require less
maintenance than the tending of growing plants.
It would also require less space, especially for the
tree crops.
For the latter two reasons, frozen germplasm storage
might be less expensive than present methods for some
plants. That would encourage the storage of more plant
varieties, types that might otherwise be judged not worth
preserving.

"Even big orchards get filled up," said Anderson.
When the space gets scarce, someone ends up deciding what varieties to keep and what can be replaced. Or,
the land may become so valuable that someone decides
it is too expensive to keep an orchard there anymore.
Frozen germplasm storage can be a backup system."

Cryobiology
The techniques that Anderson and others are develop-

ing could be the next success story of cryobiology, the
science of freezing live matter. Cryobiology has already
produced several success stories since two English researchers discovered 30 years ago that glycerol helped

turkey sperm survive freezing. (They had added the
glycerol by mistake.)
This discovery and subsequent work led to the common use of artificial insemination of cattle. Preservation

of sperm by freezing allows mating of cows and bulls
separated by many miles and years. Artificial insemination with previously frozen sperm has also been success-

ful in many other species, including bees, wolves and
humans. In the past eight years, whole early embryos of
mice, cattle and other species (not including humans)
have been removed, frozen for months or years, thawed,
put in foster mothers' wombs and born healthy.
Progress in the freezing of plant cells has come more

slowly than the work with animals. Seeds from many
crops have been frozen in liquid nitrogen, then thawed
and successfully sprouted. This may allow longer storage of seeds.

For freezing plant samples other than seeds, some
questions Anderson and others have had to answer are:

Potato plant (left) and carnation grew from tissue cultures subjected to freeze and thaw treatment. Most

thawed samples are tested chemically for viability,

Dr. James Anderson and graduate student Ginger
Lindley load tubes of plant samples into a programmable freezer, which lowers the temperature in a

rather than grown out.

set pattern.

what type of tissue to freeze, how to prepare that tissue,
and how rapidly to change the temperature. To streamline the research, they have also developed ways to test

the viability of the thawed samples without waiting for
hundreds of them to actually grow into plants.
Anderson freezes samples taken from inside the tip of
a plant stem. The tiny apical meristem is covered by the

leaf scales on the tip. The meristem tissue is already
differentiated; that is, in the normal growth of the plant,
it would be dividing rapidly to form the different parts of
the growing stem. After successful freezing, meristem
cultures grow into full plants more readily than do undifferentiated tissue cultures.

An additional advantage of using the meristem for
freezing is that, if the original plant is carrying a virus or

other disease agent, the quickly growing meristem is
often the one part of the plant not yet contaminated by
the pathogen.

Ice Damage

The scientist removes the 150 -micron (less than /
inch) meristem from carnations under sterile conditions.
Before freezing it, he keeps it alive for about two days

in a nutrient solution. This gives time to prepare the
tissue for freezing and also assures that each sample
frozen was not already killed by the removal from the
parent plant.

Damage to cells from freezing comes primarily from
ice crystals formed within the cells. Pretreatment of the
samples with protective chemicals (Anderson uses glucose and dimethyl sulfoxide) helps prevent this damage
by causing more water to leak out of the cell.
The rate of temperature change also affects formation
of ice crystals in the cell. Anderson has used both a slow
rate (half a degree per minute) that makes water leave
the cell before crystallizing, and a very fast rate (more
than 1,000 degrees per minute) that makes water in the
cell form crystals too small to do damage. The slow rate

has worked better: 60 to 70 percent of the carnation
meristems he freezes that way survive.

A week or more of waiting is necessary to see if the

thawed samples turn green and start growing. As a
shortcut to measure survival rates, Anderson checks how
much energy -rich ATP (adenosine triphosphate) the cells
have and how much oxygen they are using, compared to
non -frozen cells.

His plans include more refinements in the pretreatment steps to increase survival percentages, and the
testing of his procedures with a wider variety of agricultural plants.
"We want to make this a usable, everyday technique
to protect genetic material that is irreplaceable if it's

lost," he said. "The plant breeder of the future should
have the capability of going to a computerized file, defining what traits he's looking for, and getting a withdrawal from a freezer that he can grow into one plant or
clone into hundreds."

Technician Mosier removes a microscopic meristem
sample from inside the tip of a potato stem to use for
culturing and freezing.

Genetic diversity, when collected and stored,
provides the raw material for improving crops
By Guy Webster

Twenty years ago, yellow -dwarf
virus was causing serious damage to

barley crops in the Southwest. UA
plant breeder Dr. Robert T. Ramage
wrote to the U.S. Department of Agriculture's world collection of cereal

Germplasm is most conveniently
stored as seed. Regional, national
and international programs to collect and store seed have increased
markedly in the past 30 years.
The stored seeds come from both

adapted to specific locations
through repeated selection of one
year's seed from the choicest plants
in the preceding year's harvest. The
Ethiopian barleys that Ramage tested

were of this type, sometimes called

"folk," "land" or "dooryard"

crops in Beltsville, Maryland. He

wild and cultivated plants. Many

varieties.
A third category of stored seed in-

asked for seed samples from all of

domesticated crops still have wild

cludes the results of scientific

the lines of barley that had been collected in a region of Ethiopia where
he suspected resistance to the virus
might be found.

relatives with which they can be

plant- breeding. Besides the samples

crossbred. Though the wild varieties
are much poorer in yield than varieties improved by centuries of human
selection, they sometimes have valuable traits, such as an environmental tolerance or disease resistance,

from successful crop- improvement
projects, by- products or stepping
stones from the project may be preserved. Breeders often identify traits
that could be beneficial, but are not
part of their immediate goals. They
can see that germplasm determining
such traits is preserved for future

Of more than 300 Ethiopian bar-

ley types Ramage received and
grew, he found four that were resistant to yellow -dwarf virus. He crossed
these resistant plants with other bar-
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Seed Sources

that can be added to a cultivated
variety.

ley plants to transfer genes for that

Seed -storage collections include

resistance into barley with good

many cultivated varieties that are

use, and made available to other
plant breeders.

growth and yield characteristics. As

a result, farmers can buy seed for
barley that will not be damaged by
that disease. Barley breeders are
now working on putting that genetic
resistance into varieties adapted to
the North Central states, where the
virus is becoming a serious problem.

The seeds that Ramage got from

Beltsville were from barley types
collected in the early 1920s. The
preservation of the genetic potential
of these collected barleys avoided,

at the least, a new, costly fieldcollection effort 40 years later. Quite
possibly, by the 1960s barleys with

the desired resistance could not
have been found in the field at all.
The genetic material, or germ -

plasm, of selected or collected
plants is the raw material for using

desired characteristics of those
plants in the future. However, just
what characteristics will be needed
in the future is often unpredictable.

The preservation and storage of
germplasm prevents the loss of po-

tentially valuable genes of plants

that cannot be kept alive in the
meantime.

Barley breeder Dr. Thomas Ramage and graduate student Rebecca Walcutt
use a small binder machine to harvest test plots of barley in Tucson.

Source of Resistance

Agricultural research at the University of Arizona has

provided many successes that illustrate the value of
ready access to a wide variety of plant germplasm. Outbreaks of crop pests or disease -causing organisms have
triggered many of these projects besides Ramage's.
For example, plant breeder Dr. Melvin H. Schonhorst
used germplasm collected in India and stored by a U.S.

Plant Introduction Station when he first developed a
variety of alfalfa resistant to damage by the spotted
alfalfa aphid.
That insect first appeared and rapidly multiplied in the
Southwest in the mid 1950s, nearly wiping out alfalfa as

a commercial forage crop in Arizona. All of the commercial varieties of alfalfa growing in the state at that
time were highly susceptible to the aphid.
Schonhorst obtained seed from 178 different varieties
of alfalfa and planted them at Yuma and Mesa. He found
one variety from India, called Sirsa #9, that was suited

to Arizona's climate and was resistant to the spotted
alfalfa aphid. By testing of progeny, superior plants were
identified and intercrossed to create a new variety, Mesa
Sirsa. It has been popular with state alfalfa growers ever

since. More recently improved varieties, El Unico,
Hayden and Lew, also have aphid- resistance traceable
to the germplasm from India.
Improving resistance to disease- causing organisms
(pathogens) is probably the most common use for stored
collections of plant germplasm. Ramage described the
pattern of events: "A new pathogen hits the country, or a
pathogen already here has a mutation that makes it more
damaging. This causes a scramble for a new source of
resistance. Scientists get large portions of the germplasm
collections for the crop and screen them for the desired
characteristics."

Ramage checks a sample of barley seed he obtained
recently from the World Barley Collection.
Rubis. "We planted them out to increase the amount of

seed, and now these varieties are being tested in
New Plant Uses

However, collected and stored germplasm has been
used in several other types of projects, too. One type is
the search for plants to meet new uses and needs. In
1975, UA plant- breeder Dr. David D. Rubis began test-

ing guayule as a possible drought- hardy, rubber producing crop. Twenty -year -old seed he got from the
National Seed Storage Laboratory in Colorado gave him
a running start.

Guayule had been investigated in California during
World War Two, when supplies of rubber -tree rubber

Arizona, California, New Mexico and Texas. The best
varieties will be used to start commercial production
of guayule."
Rubis also coordinated collection trips for wild varieties of guayule and related species in 1976 and '77. Dr.
Charles T. Mason of the UA Herbarium and Dr. Reed C.
Rollins of Harvard made 163 collections from 14 Mexican states. The varieties have been planted for evaluation in Arizona, California, and Coahuila, Mexico.
Dr. Gilbert L. Jordan, UA range plant scientist, is testing more than 70 varieties of saltbush to find ones well

were cut off, but that research tapered off and terminated
by 1959. Since then, the need for a domestic source of

suited to other new uses of plants: mine reclamation and

natural rubber, and the appeal of guayule's low water
use has once again made it likely to become a commercial crop in the Southwest. Fortunately, seed from the
best 25 lines of guayule were saved when the research
stopped. These were the seeds Rubis used to start the

needed that grow with minimum maintenance on dry,
alkaline soils. They would help stabilize the bare sur-

current guayule program.
"Preservation of these seeds gave us the advantage of

western varieties were collected specifically for his

15 years of research that could have been lost," said

highway beautification in arid regions. Plants are
faces of mine spoil heaps and highway cuts and fills.
Jordan's test plants include several species from Australia and Africa as well as North America. Some South-

plantings, but others had been stored for years as seed
after classification at a U.S. Plant Introduction Station.

"It would take a tremendous amount of time and
money to go out and collect all of these again from
scratch," said Jordan. "With some luck, we'll find one or
two out of these that suit our purposes better than what's
used now."

Return to Origin

Germplasm storage can also safeguard plant types
that are adapted to a specific area so that they can be
returned to that area if other sources are lost through
disuse or disaster.

Hopi Indian elders believed recently that the cotton
variety that their people had grown and used for centuries had been lost. Crop losses and use of newly intro-

duced cotton varieties had left them and other Pueblo
Indians without any seeds of their traditional cotton
since the 1940s. The loss was greater because of the
Hopis' use of cotton in religious ceremonies.
Fortunately, UA research technician Gary P. Nabhan
and cotton breeder Dr. Lee S. Stith located some longstored seeds of the Pueblo cotton in a U.S. Plant Introduction Station in Mississippi. They planted out some of
these seeds to increase the number, and Nabhan handed

some to grateful representatives of Hopi and Santo

initial incentive. One example was a cotton variety

Domingo pueblos last year.

called Meade. "It was supposed to be the best spinning
cotton ever developed, but somehow it was completely

This traditional Pueblo cotton, with its drought -

t

Range plant scientist Dr. Gilbert Jordan is evaluating
more than 70 types of saltbush, including the Australian
variety pictured, as potential plantings for mine and
highway revegetation.

tolerance and good spinning quality, was used exten-

lost by the early 1900s," said cotton -breeder Stith.

sively by cotton breeders from the 1910s through 1930s.

"Maybe it wasn't really better than some we have now,
but we'll never know for sure."
The beginnings of professional plant breeding about
100 years ago increased both the advantages and the
need for collecting and storing germplasm. Breeders
have developed modern crop varieties with more and
higher -quality yields. As farmers began using these im-

"There are genes from it in many of the commercial
cotton varieties used all across the Cotton Belt now,"
said Stith.

Nabhan commented, This has been an important
cotton to breeders and cotton growers. It is important in
another way to the people who have developed it over a

thousand years or more, but they would have lost it
forever if some of the seed hadn't been preserved."

The capability of preserving another type of
germplasm for returning to its origin is one project that
UA's Dr. James O. Anderson is working on in his tissue freezing laboratory (see accompanying article). Douglas

fir trees growing in a given valley have evolved, over
the centuries, to environmental conditions in that valley

that may be different from conditions two or three

proved varieties, their productivity climbed dramatically, and use of hundreds of locally adapted "folk"
varieties was discontinued. For example, many Midwest
corn farmers who usually planted with seed from their

own preceding crop switched to hybrid corn in the
1930s and '40s.
Efforts have steadily increased to preserve samples of

seed from locally adapted crops, to use in future breed-

valleys away. A lumber company is supporting some of
Anderson's research in order to find a way to store fir

ing or production. But many varieties were lost in this
country, and the process of shifting from local "folk"
varieties to higher -yielding, improved varieties is still

germplasm. Then, when reforestation of an area is
necessary due to fire or other loss, saplings could be

underway in many developing countries.

used that are adapted to that specific area.

primitive agriculture is still common, farmers keep their

Gil Jordan explained, "In many countries where

nated outside the national borders, including several

own seed for next year and plant the same selection over
and over. It performs well in that local niche. There may
be literally hundreds of these local varieties in one country, but many of them are being lost every year." Some of
the wild relatives of food crops are also disappearing as
their habitat is altered by human land use.

brought by Indians. But systematic storage of germplasm
for future use has developed only in recent decades.
The occasional loss of some valuable genes was the

UA sorghum breeder Dr. Robert L. Voight collected
more than 4,500 varieties of sorghum in North Yemen
while working there for the U.S. Agency for International

Lost Potential

The collection of germplasm from farflung sources for
the sake of finding better crop plants is nothing new. All
of the major food crops grown in the United States origi-

Development in 1977 -1979. "Already, it would be impossible to go back and find many of these," he said.

Agriculture in Yemen, at the southern end of the
Arabian peninsula, had changed little for centuries until

the 1970s. Many families grow millet or sorghum on
tiny, terraced fields with little rainfall. Their seeds have
been selected for local conditions of each village for
thousands of years. Many farmers keep two varieties of
seed, each adapted for a different planting time, since
they wait for unpredictable spring rain before planting.
In the past decade, foreign aid attracted by Yemen's

Crop improvement work drew criticism after that
epidemic for making crops too genetically uniform, said
Dave Rubis. "But the critics don't mention that we had
enough germplasm and enough knowledge to breed resistance back into these corn lines and supply farmers

with the new varieties all within two years. Nobody
starved, like they did in crop epidemics before we had
this ability."

Most crops now have working collections of
germplasm at several locations. For example, barley scientists have categorized barley types, and have divided

strategic location, and access to lucrative oil jobs in
Saudi Arabia have changed Yemeni lifestyles. Many
families who once grew sorghum now buy their food

responsibilities for the working collections among several research centers. The University of Arizona stores
three categories, totalling about 700 of the 20,000 vari-

instead, and grow high- income vegetable crops.

eties of barley.

The sorghums that Voigt brought back are being
grown for evaluation and to increase seed by another
UA sorghum breeder, Dr. Orrin J. Webster. "We won't
know for years and years just what qualities some of
them have that are valuable for breeding," said Voigt.
The important thing is to have them when they are
needed. They may become useful back in Yemen, where
many of these varieties are not being preserved. People

there may need to go back to growing more sorghum
someday."
U.S. Corn Blight

In this country, the 1970 corn leaf blight dramatized

the importance of maintaining variation in the
germplasm supply. Almost all of the corn planted in the
United States that year included genes from a Texas

strain that allowed hybrid -seed production without
expensive detasseling by hand. Unfortunately, these
genes also carried susceptibility to a new mutant of
the leaf- blight fungus. The blight cut the national corn
crop by 15 percent in 1970, with some states suffering
50 percent losses.

"We're responsible for maintaining the purity of these
lines and providing viable seed to be used by anyone in
the world," said Ramage.

Such decentralized working collections have been

described as checking accounts compared to the
safety- deposit box description of the National Seed Stor-

age Laboratory in Fort Collins, Colorado. The NSSL,
founded in 1958, keeps billions of seeds, representing
about 100,000 varieties of almost 1,500 species. Samples of seeds are checked periodically for germination
ability, and are planted out to produce fresh seed when
necessary.

How long seeds will maintain their ability to sprout,
and how closely the genes of the sprout match those of
the plant that bore the seed vary greatly among plant
species. NSSL scientists have been experimenting with
the freezing of seed in order to keep them viable longer.
Most seeds there are now stored at 4 degrees Celsius (39
Fahrenheit). Convenient, reliable storage of germplasm
from plants whose seed is not a good genetic copy of the

seed -bearing plant is the aim of the tissue -freezing
research described in the accompanying article.

Villagers harvest sorghum in Yemen. Modernization can hasten the loss of some locally adapted varieties.

Shortening the cotton season: Can the savings
in bug and water costs outweigh lower yield?
By R. G. Fowler

Short season cotton, more talk than reality at this
point, will get a full -scale testing during the 1980 growing season by the University of Arizona Agricultural Ex-

periment Station and with at least two cooperating
commercial growers.

over -wintering stage. Allow the population another
three or four weeks as with conventional cotton, and

The latter are Paul Prechel, a UA plant science

you insure a following season infestation because much

graduate who farms near Coolidge, and Paloma Ranch

of the existing pinkie population will sleep away the

at Theba.

winter in trash and near the soil surface.

Dr. R. P. Upchurch, head of the department of plant
sciences, serves as chairman of the College of Agricul-

Snatch away the dinner plates -young bolls- before
pinkie is ready to go into over -winter quarters, and

ture short season cotton committee. The project leader is
Dale Cannon, agricultural engineer stationed at the UA
Cotton Center in Phoenix.

you've got him!
Three, by terminating cotton early, the chief savings
may include one or two late season irrigations which in
some areas of the state would cost $40 to $50 per acre.
Four, and those three or four weeks saved may also
include one to five insecticide applications. Figure the

Basically, the idea of short season cotton calls for

8

producers combat two late season pests, the pink
bollworm and the tobacco budworm.
Two, UA entomologists point out that if you make a
final defoliation near mid -September, you catch the pink
bollworm as it starts to enter diapause, its less vulnerable

shortening the growing season on either one end or the
other. Most emphasis this year will be on use of a normal
planting date with an early cut -off in the fall. Here are
the important reasons for doing so:
One, in terms of insecticide use, fall is the most expensive part of the growing season, a time when cotton

savings at $8 to $10 per acre for each.
While it may appear that insect problems are the chief
talking points for the short season cotton idea, that is not

altogether the case. For example, early season cotton
fiber is of better quality than that which is picked late in
the season. "Growers don't get paid for early season
quality, but they get docked for lower quality fiber later,"
points out Dr. B. Brooks Taylor, UA cotton specialist.
Finally, with new emphasis on increasing returns per
acre, shortening the cotton -growing season will permit a
farmer to come back with a second crop such as wheat
or barley in much more timely fashion following cotton.
Remember, too, that every fall is not open and warm as it
was in 1979, permitting a high percentage of late cotton
flowers to go on and "make."
Despite the best intentions of anyone involved in the
short season cotton project, its eventual success or fail-

ure will boil down to how it fits the bottom line for

Pink bollworms survive the winter in a diapause state.
These pinkie larvae are diapausing inside a young boll.
When fewer bolls are available in early autumn, fewer
larvae can enter the diapause state.

individual growers. Taylor says it best: "If we can show
growers that short season cotton pays, there's no question that the idea will be accepted.
"If we can't prove it pays, you cannot expect growers
to accept a system that is not competitive with the way
they grow cotton now."
You can bet that the short season cotton project will
get plenty of critical attention. With their areas of expertise listed, the committee includes the following UA scientists: Dr. Delmar D. Fangmeier, irrigation engineer;
Dr. Warner D. Fisher, short staple cotton breeder; Dr.

Richard B. Hine and Dr. Thomas E. Russell, plant
pathologists; Dr. Roger A. Selley, agricultural economist;
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The dates when most bollworms and budworms are going into the diapause state, shown above for sample years, is
important for short- season planning. Getting the bolls out of the field before those dates minimizes the number of
larvae able to bed down for the winter.
Dr. Thomas C. Tucker, soils scientist; Dr. Dale G. Fuller-

ton, entomology; and Dr. Scott Hathorn, Jr., farm
management.

Dr. Carl Feaster, USDA long staple cotton breeder
stationed at the UA Cotton Center in Phoenix also serves
on the committee.

Variables under scrutiny in the overall master plan
include early termination of irrigation, varieties, insect
control, and harvest methods.
As you might expect, cotton breeders have not been
unaware of the interest in short season cotton. They have
come up with varieties that play into the hand of a short-

er growing season. Two examples are DPL -70 and
Stoneville 825. Meanwhile, these earlier maturing varieties will soon be surpassed by others which offer even
greater short season growing advantages.

On the important insect question, entomologist Watson sizes up short season cotton and the pink bollworm -

tobacco budworm complex this way: "Certain aspects

of the biologies of both of these important pests indicate
that short season cotton would virtually eliminate these
insects as pests of cotton. Or, it would at least relegate
them to minor pest status.
"Both require overwintering populations, and winter
carry -over is essential to provide the initial infestation
the following year."

As a method for shortening the growing season for
cotton, irrigation termination has probably been researched more than anything. Terminating water early
would have a two -fold benefit: One, it would help reduce late season insect pressure; and, two, it would obviously cut irrigation costs, a not- to -be- overlooked item
in a period of rising pump energy costs.

In talking about short season cotton, it is only fair to
mention the risk: reduced yield.

Since 1965 in Maricopa County, County Agent
Charles Farr and Dr. David Kittock, USDA agronomist,
have teamed up to study various irrigation termination
dates. Their figures show that a mid -August final irrigation increased lint yield by an average 112 pounds per
acre vs. an early August final irrigation. Further, an early
September irrigation termination resulted in an average

50 pounds more lint per acre when compared to a
mid -August cut -off.

Final irrigations at late September resulted in a slight
yield reduction when compared to the early September
final irrigation. Of course, the warm, dry September in
1979 was an exception to this, but can you count on it
year after year?

Narrow row spacing is one strategy being tested for
short- season cotton. By early July, seven -inch rows (left)
are already taking full advantage of sunlight. Normal 40inch spacing (right) still leaves bare ground.

As the UA scientists look at their plans for 1980, they
have more questions than answers. The answers will

come with experience- that's what research is all
about.

"The tragedy of tap -water burns is that they are 100

percent preventable," said UA Extension Health
Specialist Bernice Epstein. "Water that is 125 degrees is

safe, and you don't need it any hotter to wash dishes,
most clothes, or people."
Operation Scald,

A public- awareness campaign in Arizona that Epstein
has helped lead has prompted many families to lower
their hot water temperature, but many homes still have
tap water at 130 degrees or more. That's hot enough to
cause third -degree burns within 30 seconds. Some even
have water at 156 degrees or more, which scalds in one
second or less.

Much of the work to warn southern Arizonans about
needlessly dangerous hot water has come from Operation Scald, co- sponsored by Tucson's Casa de los Ninos
Crisis Nursery and the UA Cooperative Extension Service. Operation Scald works with schools, power companies, elected officials and mass media.
Last year, 40,000 Tucson grade -school and Kindergar-

ten pupils carried home Operation Scald letters with
information about lowering water- heater temperatures.

The letter described the expected effects on safety,

AT 130 °,
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HOT WATER BURNS.

energy costs and washing. All 175 daycare centers in the
Tucson area got copies of the same information. Warnings about too -hot tap water have been carried by many

newspapers, newsletters, and radio and television stations in the state. Members of the Pima County Pediatric

Society have posted Operation Scald information in
their waiting rooms.

Utility companies are spreading the word, too. The

Lowering the thermostat
can prevent scalding and
cut hot water costs
Tap water can be hazardous to your health -if it's too
hot, that is.

Thousands of Arizonans have gotton that message in
the past year and a half, along with the suggestion to turn
their hot water heaters down to the range of 124 to 130
degrees Fahrenheit. This simple adjustment for safety's
sake saves energy dollars as a bonus.

Two years ago, four out of five homes had tap water
hot enough to severely scald skin. Many had, and still
have, water hot enough to kill. About 3,000 Americans a
year are seriously burned by tap water. About 70 of them
die. Most of the victims are less than five years old, but

Tucson Electric Power Company has added a hot -water
alert page to its appliance brochure. In May, Southwest

Gas Corporation enclosed a similar message when
mailing monthly bills to 198,000 customers in Arizona
and 170,000 more in California and Nevada.

Burned Children

UA Cooperative Extension Service activity on this
topic grew out of a suggestion to Coconino County Extension Agent Eric Schwennesen from Dr. Jean Van
Duzen of the Navajo American Indian Health Service in
Tuba City. Van Duzen's concern resulted from the boom
in home building on the reservation that was increasing
the availability of hot tap water and consequently the
risk of tap -water burns.

Epstein and Extension Safety Specialist Mark Lloyd
have worked together to find and distribute accurate
information about home hot water.
Some of the serious tap -water burns to Arizona children are cases of child abuse, but in almost half of the
burns to children, the victim or another child turned on
the water.

anyone can be burned. Tap -water burns are usually

"Being careful is not enough!" said Epstein. "The

more extensive than other burns because most of them

most effective prevention of tap -water burns doesn't de-

happen in the bathtub or shower, where much of the

pend on cooperation from the child. It is simply to reduce the temperature of the water at its source, the

body is exposed at once to the hot water.

hot -water heater." Unlike many safety precautions, you
only have to do this once.
Temperature controls on most water heaters do not

THIRD DEGREE BURNS

indicate the heat in degrees. "Warm" may mean 130
degrees or more. Even models that do indicate degrees
may not give an accurate measure of the temperature of
the water coming out of the tap.
"The safest way to measure the tap water's temperature is with a candy, meat or water thermometer," said
Epstein. "Run the hot water two or three minutes before
running it over the thermometer tip. If the water is 130

degrees or more, turn down the control on your hot water heater and test again the next day."
Consequences

Turning down the water temperature has consequences besides safety. There are three catches and one
big bonus.
The catches:

at 156 degrees
in 1 second
at 140 degrees
in 5 seconds
at 130 degrees
in 30 seconds
at 125 degrees

in 1 minute

1. You will get slightly less hot water delivery capacity because you will be mixing less cold water with the
hot to get a comfortable temperature. If your hot -water
use at a particular time of day is near the capacity of
your heater, lowering the temperature could make you
run out of hot water. To avoid this problem, families can
schedule baths and showers so they don't all occur at

Candy or meat thermometers can be used

for testing tap -water

temperature. After adjusting heater, wait a day
to retest.

once.

2. Cooler water doesn't kill as many germs in the
laundry as very hot water, so when you are washing
diapers or there is illness in the family, add a disinfectant
such as chlorine bleach to the washwater. Actually, most

laundry will get as clean at 80 degrees as at 125 or
higher, so you can cut energy costs substantially (8 to 9
percent for an average consumer) by using a warm wash
and cold rinse instead of a hot wash and hot rinse.
3. If you use an automatic dishwasher, you may get
more spots on glassware using 125 -degree water than
using hotter water. The dishes will be just as sanitary,
though. Some dishwashers have built -in heat boosters.

If you wash by hand, you probably use water at 125
degrees or less anyway. Water that is 130 degrees is
painful.
The bonus for using safer water is, of course, using less
energy. Every 10 degrees the hot -water temperature is
lowered from 150 degrees cuts the heating cost by about
4 percent. If all of the water heaters in the country were
adjusted from their 1978 settings just down to 130 de-

grees, the energy saved would be the equivalent of
about 88,000 barrels of oil every day. Adjusting to 125
degrees would save thousands more.

The temperature control for gas water heaters (left)
is easy to reach outside the heater. The "warm" setting
is usually about 125 degrees, but test to be sure. Ther-

mostats for electric water heaters (right) are inside

"The energy savings are important, but it is those
70 deaths and 3,000 injuries a year that Operation
Scald is going after," said Epstein. "We have informa-

cover plates at both the top and bottom of the heater.

Unhook power before removing the plates. Adjust

tion, audio -visual material and moral support we
would love to share with anyone who wants to help

both thermostats.

spread the word."

Mechanical harvester for lemons and grapefruit
aims at portion of crop bound for processing
By Guy Webster

Grapefruits rain down onto the
tarp spread under the tree while the
longnecked machine hooked to the

trunk shakes the tree about five
times per second.

This tree is in a section of 48year -old Marsh grapefruits at the
University of Arizona citrus farm in
South Tempe.

In 10 or 15 seconds, more than 90

percent of the fruit lies on the tarp.

Before the minute is up, another
machine pulls in the tarp like a fish-

ing net and dumps the grapefruit
onto a conveyer belt. The belt rolls
them over a grid, where most twigs
and leaves are sieved out, and into a

wooden box, ready to go to the
packing house or processing plant.
UA agricultural engineer Dr. Joe P.

Mechanical harvester shakes the trunk of a grapefruit tree hard enough to
dislodge more than 90 percent of the fruit. Tree at right was shaken first, onto
the same collection tarp.

Gentry has been refining this experimental machine since 1976.
Originally, he was aiming at the
processed lemon crop. Fifty to sixty

Ropes winding around a rotating shaft pull in the collection tarp in the second step of the mechanical grapefruit
harvest. Shaking has increased subsequent -year yields, compared to hand -harvested trees nearby.

fresh -market quality fruit used a
limb- shaker instead of a trunk -

costs more per box than the fruit are

and citrus farm coordinator A. Dean
Bacon have mechanically harvested
some of the fruit there three years.
The University of Arizona started

worth on the processing market.

working on mechanized citrus -

sive, machine, said Gentry.

Most years, the amount of citrus sold

harvesting when the University of

as fresh fruit is limited by market
conditions, not by the availability of

California quit a similar project after
15 years of work. Gentry suggested

high quality fruit.
Using the harvester on grapefruit
is a spinoff from the work with lemons. About half of the state's grapefruit crop also goes into by- products,

two reasons the Arizona work is

For now, his machine works better
on grapefruit than on lemons. Lem-

more likely to succeed:

ons bruise more easily, and the

"The desert lemon here is different than lemons in California and
Florida. We have a two -month harvest here, and get all the fruit of one

shaker skins the bark on the lemon
trunks unacceptably. Bark on grapefruit and sour orange trees tears off
of the trunk less easily.

crop off the tree before the next
bloom. In California and Florida,

lemon tree specifically for mechani-

percent of Arizona's lemon crop is
sold for processing instead of fresh
fruit. Hand -picking of the lemons

mainly juice and soda pop. Gentry
has used the machine successfully
on sour oranges, too. They are used
in marmalade, but commercial pro-

the harvest is six, seven and eight

duction in Arizona is limited to one

months long. You have two crops on

grower's 40 -acre orchard. The state

the tree at the same time, and it's

has about 20,000 bearing acres of

hard not to shake off the blossoms or

lemons and 10,000 of grapefruit.

small fruit when you're shaking off
the mature fruit."

The machine is not expected to
replace hand picking of fresh -market

The same problem applies to most

lemons and grapefruits, or of sweet

Arizona oranges. Gentry tried his
machine on one Valencia orange
tree and lost 90 percent of the new

oranges.

Economic and social considerations share the stage with engi-

neering in the development of
mechanized harvesting.

Citrus industry leaders familiar
with Gentry's machine said it could
add needed flexibility to help growers react to marketing and weather
conditions. But public research into
such labor- saving mechanization of
agriculture has its critics, including,

shaker. The trunk -shaker can be a
less complicated, and less expenCustom -made Trees

"We're looking at growing a
cal harvesting," said Gentry. This
spring, he and colleagues grafted
lemon onto a sour orange sapling
about one yard above the ground.
Most lemons are grown on sour
orange rootstock, but the graft is
usually closer to the ground. The

higher graft will allow room for
attaching the mechanical lemon
harvester to a sour orange trunk.
"Another possibility we'll be look-

blossoms while shaking off the mature fruit.

ing at is a tree with sour orange

The other advantage in the
Arizona work is that it is aimed at
fruit marketed for processing, not
for fresh market. Earlier research
that tried to mechanically harvest

branches," he said.
Even grapefruit trees require some
modification for best use of the harvesting machinery. Branches below

roots, a grapefruit trunk and lemon

recently, Secretary of Agriculture
Bob Bergland. However, Dr. L. W.
"Pete" Dewhirst, director of the UA
Agricultural Experiment Station, said
that the citrus- harvester research fits
the needs of the state for maintaining
high productivity.
A spokesman for the United Farm
Workers said that the union objects,
not to mechanization research itself,
but to the lack of accompanying research into ways of assisting people
who lose jobs due to mechanization.
Technology

Some technological hurdles remain before the mechanical harvester can affect the economics of the

Arizona citrus industry. "If it were
easy, somebody would have already

done it," said Gentry during a drive
from his office at UA's Mesa farm to
the citrus farm near Interstate 10. He

UA citrus farm coordinator Dean Bacon (right) and agricultural engineer Dr.
Joe Gentry operate the conveyer system that rolls grapefruit over a grid and
into the shipping box.

rough since the system does not
work yet for lemons.

His current preliminary estimate
for cost of the equipment is $20,000

for the shaker and $10,000 for the
machinery that picks up the fruit.
Mechanized harvesting blemishes
some of the fruit. On the UA grape-

fruit trees, about one -fifth of the
machine -harvested fruit were fresh market quality, in contrast to

about three -fifths of the fruit from
comparable hand -picked trees. Ear-

lier prototypes of the harvester
blemished more of the fruit, and
Gentry expects further refinements
in the machine to reduce the dam-

age even further. Most of the
blemishes are scratches in the skin
from rubbing against twigs.
The target of the mechanical harvesting research is fruit marketed for

processing, anyway. Almost every
year, the citrus industry produces
more fresh -market quality fruit than

it can sell as fresh fruit, and even
some high -quality fruit goes into
processing.

Growers familiar with Gentry's rig
hope that he can get it to work satisfactorily on existing lemon trees.

"I think the number one effect
would be to give the producers a

flexibility in dealing with their
crop," said Pete Martori, manager of

Production Farm Management
Company, which grows, harvests
and packs 3,000 acres of citrus at
Gentry has worked on mechanical citrus harvesting in Arizona since 1976.

30 to 36 inches are pruned from the

trunk in order to clear a spot for
attaching the shaker.

The shaking does not appear to
have hurt the old grapefruit trees in
the UA orchard. In fact, their average yield has increased from 110
pounds of fruit the first year they
were mechanically harvested to 250

Harvest Aid

Goldmar Incorporated's Arrowhead
Ranch in Glendale.
The processing market for lemons
has been good this year, but in other

The reason for shaking trees,

years, "hundreds of acres of fruit

though, is not to increase yields; it is
to reduce harvesting costs. With the

just wasn't a market. We couldn't

shaker and mechanical pick -up
equipment, three workers can harvest 12 grapefruit trees per hour.

Gentry believes the mechaniza-

pounds the second year and 300
pounds this year. Yield did not increase on comparable trees that

tion can cut the cost of harvesting a
50 -pound box of grapefruit by about

were hand -picked each year. Bacon
and Gentry speculate that the shak-

picking cost of about 40 cents. Pick-

were left on the trees, because there

even get our picking costs out of it,"
Martori said.

As far as completely switching

over to mechanical harvesting,
though, I don't foresee that coming

about," he said. We would proba-

ing may be breaking off tiny,

ing lemons by hand costs more:

nematode -infested feeder roots, or

$1.30 to $1.50 per 37 -pound box.
Mechanical harvesting may be able

bly hand -pick the blocks of lemons
where we know our best quality is,
then shake those that are not doing
as well."
He said that growers are locked
into escalating labor costs, and that

to knock that below 50 cents, but
Gentry noted that this pricing is

enough workers to do the job.

may help by loosening the soil or

knocking off dead or unhealthy
branchwood.

a dime from the present hand-

his company has trouble finding

Cooperatives

In size, and in harvesting and
packing its own fruit, Production
Farm Management differs from most
citrus growers in the state. Most are
members of cooperatives that harvest, pack and market the crop.

The cooperatives could invest in
mechanical harvesting equipment
that might be too expensive for small

growers individually. But deciding
which orchards to shake and which

to hand -pick may require some
reorganization, according to UA ag-

ricultural economist Dr. Roger W.
Fox. Shaking could lower the co-

operative's cost for harvesting
some fruit that would be sold for
processing anyway, but it would
also lower the proportion of the
grower's fresh -market quality fruit,
which affects his payment from the
cooperative.

Lew Whitworth of Sun City believes the growers would be able to
adapt easily to using the shaker on
selected blocks of trees. He is a pri-

vate consultant for several citrus

Boom of the shaker clamps hydraulically onto the citrus tree trunk. Two 125 pound weights, counterbalanced and offset about six inches, shake the boom
in line with its length.

Arizona Agricultural Experiment
Station Director Dewhirst said that
such a funding cut -off would have

pose mechanization, per se ... We

are not against growers trying to
mechanize in order to grow more

growers, and a member of the Board
of Directors of one cooperative, the
Arizona Citrus Growers Association.
"Mechanical harvesting of citrus

little or no effect in Arizona. The
"This will not put many people

other half of the job is to use some of

is something we've needed for
years," said Whitworth, who has

out of work," he said. "Citrus growers, especially in Maricopa County,

seen the UA harvesting machinery

have had difficulty even finding

in action.

enough pickers to do the job in recent years, and oranges and fresh market lemons and grapefruit will
still be hand picked."

that wonderful technology to tackle
the problems of people hurt by the
effects of that research," including
small family farmers as well as dis-

Besides picking the processing
portion of the lemon and grapefruit
crops in normal years, the harvester
could also improve the ability to salvage fruit after a freeze. Frozen citrus will dry out and ruin if left on the
tree, but it can still be used for pro-

cessing if picked soon after the
freeze.

Labor Effect

Mechanization in any industry
raises the issue of its effect on workers. Last December, USDA Secretary

Bergland announced at a Fresno,
California conference that federal
research funds would no longer be
spent on projects aimed at saving
farm labor. He modified his position

with several qualifications a few

citrus -harvesting research is continuing with state funds.

Research to make agriculture
more efficient benefits everyone
who buys food, not just the agricultural industry, Dewhirst continued.
"Research has been the groundwork
for providing Americans with a more
abundant variety of food, for a lower
portion of their income, than people
anywhere else in the world.

food to feed more people. The land
grant universities have done a good

job on that half of the job, but the

placed farmworkers.

Grossman, who is assistant to
UFW president Cesar Chavez at the
union's Keene, California headquar-

ters, charged, "The land grant universities have not lived up to that
responsibility."
Dewhirst said, "Land grant uni-

versities have traditionally been
concerned about job displacement
created by mechanization, and will

continue to be so. In fact, most

"In mechanization research,

mechanization research has resulted

we're looking at areas where hand
labor is inadequate for continued or
increased productivity."
Some farm labor representatives
say mechanization research does

in more jobs, and higher -paying,
less- seasonal jobs, while it also
increases the productivity of the
average worker. Higher productivity allows raising workers' wages
without passing on higher costs to
consumers. Workers, consumers

not go far enough.
United Farm Workers spokesman

Marc Grossman, discussing the
citrus -harvester research, said,

and growers, all three, benefit

issue drew much attention in the
meantime.

"We're not Luddites: we do not op-

tural productivity."

weeks later, but the mechanization

from research that increases agricul-

Arizona farm survey helps preview effects
of federal 160-acre limitation enforcement
By Roger A. Selley and James C. Wade

Department of Agricultural Economics

More than 30 percent of the irrigated farmland in
Arizona receives water from federally financed reclamation projects. In an attempt to distribute the benefits of
such projects more widely, in 1977 the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation proposed stronger enforcement of 160 -acre
ownership limits first set in 1902.

The limits apply to land irrigated with water from a
reclamation project. The agency also proposed new
rules for the sale of land in excess of those limits, and
new residency requirements and leasing restrictions.

More than two years of controversy about the 160 acre limitation issue have raised questions both about
what goals the federal government should pursue with
reclamation projects, and what effects the 1977 proposals would produce if enacted. A recent survey of Arizona
farms may shed some light on the second question. The

survey data suggests that small farmers require substantial investment capital for growing citrus, or the ability to
bear the risks of high -value crops, or a source of nonfarm income to supplement farm income.

Proposed limits
The rules proposed by the Bureau of Reclamation (recently renamed the Water and Power Resources Service)
would limit project water use to 160 acres of land

owned per qualified family member. Owners would
have to stop irrigating any excess land with water from
the project, or sell the excess land. The sale price would
not include the value added to the land by the presence

of the federal project. That added value is, in many
cases, almost all of the land's total worth.
Under the proposed rules, farmers would be allowed

to lease 160 acres of project -irrigated land per family
member in addition to what they own. Thus, a couple
with two children could operate a 1,280 -acre farm, half
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Area Irrigated by Reclamation Projects

Nearly 350,000 of the approximately 1,150,000 irrigated agricultural acres in Arizona get at least some of their water
from federal reclamation projects. (Map adapted from WPRS Map X- 300 -738)

owned and half leased. Currently, no significant restrictions apply to the leasing of project land.
Alternatives that have been suggested since the 1977
proposals include larger acreage limits, variable acreage
limits and alternative procedures for the transfer of land
that is in excess of the limits.

The Water and Power Resources Service also proposes to establish residency requirements for buyers of
project -irrigated land. Buyers would have to live within
50 miles of the land. Similar rules in the 1902 Reclamation Act were suspended in 1926.
Arizona Impact
The 160 -acre limitation issue has been most hotly debated in California. More than four -fifths of the country's
project- irrigated land that is owned in excess of the
acreage limits is in that state. But the issue is important to
Arizona, too. The Bureau of Reclamation's first irrigation
project was the Roosevelt Dam on the Salt River. Nearly

350,000 of the approximately 1,150,000 irrigated agricultural acres in the state get at least a portion of their
water from federal reclamation projects. (Indian water
projects, such as the San Carlos irrigation system in Pinal

County, are not included in this figure, nor in the proposals for acreage limits.) The completion of the Central Arizona Project could increase that fraction in this
decade.

Table One shows which reclamation projects in the
state serve land that is owned in excess of the proposed
acreage limitations. About 20,000 acres, or 6 percent of
the Arizona land irrigated with reclamation -project water, are owned in excess of these limits. All but 3,874 of
those acres, however, may be eligible through various
exemptions to receive project water even if the propos-

als are enacted. The 3,874 acres are owned by 38
people. Residency requirements and restrictions on leas-

ing could affect many more acres. Most of the excess
land that does not qualify for an exemption is in the Salt
River Project. Additional amounts are in the WelltonMohawk Irrigation District, the North Gila Valley Unit of
the Gila Project, and the Yuma Project.

The number of acres that would be affected by the
proposed leasing restrictions has not been determined.
Residency requirements, if enacted, could have a larger
impact than either the ownership or leasing rules.
The possible effect of acreage limitations is complicated by the fact that farm boundaries do not necessarily
coincide with project boundaries. Some farms include
both project land and non -project land, so a large farm
may include only a few project acres. Also, control of a
farm is often not by an individual or a married couple.

Many farms include leased land or land owned by
groups. The proposed rules would allow group ownership only when the owners share a direct lineal family

TABLE ONE

Project
Salt River Project
Roosevelt Irrigation Dist.
Roosevelt Water Cons. Dist.
Gila Project:
Wellton- Mohawk Dist.
Yuma -Mesa Unit
North Gila Valley Unit
South Gila Valley Unit
Yuma Project (Arizona part)
Yuma Auxiliary Unit B
Brown Canal Company
Totals

Land Owned in Excess
of Acreage Limitations,
Ineligible for Water
Not
Receiving
Receiving
Water
Water

Excess Acres
Eligible Due

Project
Contract
Acres

Irrigated
Acres

238,266
38,152
37,508

131,496
32,995
31,329

o
o
o

o
o
o

21

2,665

0

0

0

0

75,000a
20,388
6,231
10,898
53,415
3,406
979

64,684
18,452
6,065
9,912
45,800

52
0
0
0

6

648

1

0

0

1

4
0

408

3,301
874

6
0
0
0
0
0
0

344,908

6

416,743

to Exemptions

Owners Acres Owners Acres Owners Acres
0

25
39

1

0

6,634b
6,629b
23
140
1

4

1,099c

15

2,755

0

1

0
41

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

52

32

3,822

86

Notes: a. Excludes 9,125 acres owned by federal and state governments.
b. Exempt because irrigation districts are paying interest on the federal funds borrowed under the
Small Reclamation Project Act.
c. Exempt because owner has recorded contract to sell excess land within specified period.
Source: Water and Power Resources Service, U.S. Department of Interior. 1976 figures.

17,281

relationship. That includes grandparents and grandchildren, but would not permit two brothers to be sole owners, for example. All owners would be required to meet
the residency requirement.
Central Questions

Policy aspects of the 160 -acre limitation issue have
centered on two questions:

1. Should government policy for use of water from
federal projects encourage small family farms, or farms
that produce crops at as low a cost as possible, if the two
are different?

2. Should the amount of federal subsidy any indi-

vidual or corporation receives through Bureau of
Reclamation projects be limited? If so, how much and
how?

Many supporters of strict enforcement of an acreage
limitation seek development of more family farms, and
some seek land to farm themselves. Thomas Jefferson's

18

information from the 1977 production year. The information received covers one -fourth of the farmland in
those three counties, or one -fifth of the farmland in the
whole state.

Farms in the sample group range from 5 to 8,650
acres, with an average of 768 acres (see Table Two).
Twenty -three percent of them are 160 acres or less (30
percent in Maricopa, 9 percent in Pinal and 21 percent
in Yuma).

Not surprisingly, the survey indicates that large farms
dominate Arizona's irrigated agriculture. These farms
depend primarily on cotton as a long -term, stable crop,
and produce other, riskier crops to bolster income. The
small farms depend either on supplemental non -farm
income or on growing tree crops. These small farms
accounted for almost three -fourths of the farms that produced only tree crops. None of the farms with more than
35 percent of their production in vegetables or turfgrass
were 160 acres or less.

ideal of a nation of small landowners still appeals to

If new small farms result from regulated breakup of

many Americans. Limitation supporters also reason that
subsidies resulting from federal projects should be distributed as widely as possible. Many agree, though, that

larger farms, they may not fit the existing pattern.
outside income may try high -value, high -risk vegetables

the 160 -acre figure may not fit al I situations.
Most of the opponents of enforcing the 160 -acre limi-

instead of alfalfa or cotton. Two or three bad years for
marketing or yields could jeopardize the survival of such

tation express a need for farms larger than that in order
to effectively use modern equipment and minimize pro duction costs. They include many farmers who now receive or expect to receive water from federal projects.
They say that 160 acres is rarely enough land in Arizona
or other parts of the West to provide a farm family with
an acceptable income.
The amount of subsidy for farmers using project water
is debated. Each reclamation project is set up on different terms, so the cost breaks to farmers vary in amount
and form. They usually have included low- interest terms
on the federal loan for the project. Projects may serve
other purposes besides collecting irrigation water: flood
control and hydroelectricity, for example. Sales of electricity and municipal water help pay project costs that
irrigation -users would otherwise bear. The allocation of
many costs to various users is arbitrary, however. Also,
the interest -rate subsidies were purposely built into these

a farm.

projects to encourage settlement of these lands.
Besides those whose land or water is directly affected
by the 160 -acre limitation issue, the general public has a
stake in the decisions to be made. The policy eventually

chosen by legislators, courts and administrators could
affect food prices, public service requirements and tax
rates.

Small Farms

To allow better prediction of the effects of policies
favoring specified farm sizes, information about production and income was collected from a sample of Arizona
farms of various sizes.

Operators of 355 farms in Yuma, Maricopa, and Pinal
counties completed usable survey questionnaires with

Families trying to make a living on 160 acres without

A breakup of a few larger farms into smaller ones, as
would result from a strict 160 -acre limitation, would affect consumer prices for farm products if the land use
pattern changes.

A switch from large farms to small farms could also
affect the rural communities near the farms. A 1977
study by the State of California found that a small -farm
area town had a larger local business community; more
schools, parks, and social and civic organizations; and
less dependence on outside capital than a comparable
large -farm area town. On the other hand, costs of providing rural public services such as fire protection, roads

and education could increase if more farm families
move into an area.

TABLE TWO
Farms of

Number
Average acreage
Percent of income
from on -farm sources
Percent of acres in:
cotton
alfalfa
other field crops
trees
grass
oil crops
vegetables
other

Total Farms
in Sample

160 Acres
or Less

355
768

83
80

78.4

44.3

54

49

16
19

31

2

3

2

2

11

2

1

4

0
3

1

Land Lottery
The proposals of the Water and Power Resources Ser-

vice would limit but not eliminate subsidies to farmers.
They would add a new class of subsidies by making
owners of excess acres sell the excess well below actual
value. To the buyers, the artificially low price would be a
subsidy. Under the proposals, the seller's family members would have preference as buyers. If none buy, the

government would choose among the prospective
buyers by a lottery.
The lottery is designed to prevent the seller from mak-

ing an advance deal with a buyer. It would attempt to
counter loopholes that might allow a landowner with
good legal advice to control acreage in excess of the
limitation. The rules would also prohibit the seller from
leasing the land back from the buyer.

Lottery winners who buy project land at non -project
prices would gain a substantial windfall. The estimated
subsidy to water users in the Westlands Water District of
central California exceeds $1,500 per acre. Thus, anyone selected by a lottery to receive 160 acres of land in
this project would pick up a windfall of $240,000. The
new owners' use of the land would be restricted by the
requirement that they set up residency within 50 miles
within three years and by the regulation of resale price
for 10 years. However, the buyer could still be a land
speculator from a nearby city instead of a family planning to farm for a living. One alternative proposal would

do away with this subsidy altogether by obliging the
land buyer to pay the government in full for the value
that the reclamation project adds to the land.

The rules proposed by the Water and Power Re-

In Arizona, agriculture depends upon irrigation.

sources Service, and the various alternative proposals,
await action by Congress and courts. In the meantime,
studies of the proposals continue to permit better predictions of the effects of policy changes.

Postscript: The U.S. Supreme Court on June 16 overturned a lower court's ruling that upheld the 160 -acre
limitation in much of California's Imperial Valley. The
Supreme Court decision did not directly affect the limitation question in other areas, including Arizona.
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New Extension head stresses
responding to local needs
The new director of the University

of Arizona Cooperative Extension
Service, Dr. Craig S. Oliver, believes
that the primary aim of Extension is

to help local people meet local
needs that they have expressed.

Oliver became Extension director
and associate dean of the UA College of Agriculture in February. He
took the reins here of an organization that has 198 professionals at
county and state levels, 112 paraprofessional aides, and 126 support
staff members. The service offers

non -classroom educational programs in agriculture, home economics, community development

public, the county agents and home
economists keep aware of the local
needs for more information or more
accessible information.

Changing societal needs are a
second factor in Extension programming. Many of these are reflected in national laws or policies.

Oliver offered an example:

people are asking for more and more
information on ways to save energy,

and the grass roots involvement is

important. At the same time, research is coming up with new
technologies for saving energy."
The audience for Extension programs is the people who can benefit
from information in the subject areas
Extension covers.

We have a strong commitment to
the rural population of the state, but
we also have a commitment, which
is sometimes more difficult to meet,
to the urban audience," said Oliver.
In agriculture, Extension's audience

When new environmental protection laws required each state to set
up requirements for the licensing

ranges all the way from the backyard

of pesticide applicators, the Cooperative Extension Service got
the responsibility to train those

and cattlemen who are sophisticated

gardener who wants to put in a
shrub or two to the cotton growers
professionals. In home economics,

the audience is even broader. In

and 4 -H youth work.
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Oliver came to Arizona from the
Pennsylvania State University,
where he was assistant agricultural
dean for administration and staff development. Before his arrival, Dean
Darrel S. Metcalfe was wearing both
the dean and Extension director hats
for the UA College of Agriculture.
The new director has been visiting

with county Extension advisory
boards, Extension personnel, and
people who use the Extension Ser-

hopes to reach all 14 counties by

Dr. Craig Oliver (center), director of the Arizona Cooperative Extension Service, consults with county agricultural Extension agents Jimmy Biles (left) of
Cochise County and Lowell True of Maricopa County.

early summer.

applicators, even though this pro-

community development and in

"I am finding that people around
the state are very interested in their
College of Agriculture and Cooperative Extension Service," Oliver said
in April. "People are expecting us to
provide them with up -to -date and
unbiased information about the subjects that the College of Agriculture
deals with. Also, they want to be in-

gram did not grow out of a local

4 -H, it is more limited.

decision."
The third programming factor he

Extension educator at Pennsylvania

described is the development of new
technology or knowledge in the sub-

State, was horticulture. He has a
Ph.D. in Extension administration

ject areas that Extension covers.
Whether the innovation is a result of
research at the University of Arizona

and horticulture from the Ohio State
University, and earlier degrees in agricultural education from Penn State.

or somewhere else, the Extension

He has served on more than 10 state,

vice in several parts of the state. He

Oliver's own subject area, as an

volved in making the decisions

Service that serves the state has a re-

regional and national Extension

about what types of programs the

sponsibility for letting people know
it is available and showing them

committees since 1971.

Extension programming stems
from three sources that often overlap, according to Oliver.
"Our primary programming

how to use it beneficially.
These three programming factors

Comparing the Pennsylvania and
Arizona Extension programs, Oliver
said, "The specific crops and other

may all contribute to a single pro-

details may be different, but the

gram. Extension's emphasis on

method is the grass roots approach,"

energy conservation, for example,
did not start at the grass roots level,

basic interests and concerns of the
people are the same. Extension in
both places is geared to help local
people solve local problems."

Extension Service undertakes."

he said. Through county advisory
boards and daily contacts with the

Oliver pointed out. "But now,

KNOWLEDGE IN THE MAKING

IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, Southeast Arizona Area

CD Specialist Douglas T. Dunn is coordinating a detailed
economic analysis of retail trade in Safford. The project has
identified the area from which Safford merchants attract
buyers, and surveyed people in that trade area about where
they shop for various goods. One aim is to identify types of
businesses that should be practical in Safford but that the city

IN ENTOMOLOGY, Dr. Roger T. Huber is calculating timetables for predicting insect emergence based on cumulative
daily temperatures rather than calendar dates. He and graduate

student Alan Nelson have developed such a system for the
Egyptian alfalfa weevil, a widespread pest in the Southwest.
The egg of the weevil needs 340 heat units between 45 and 86
degrees F before the larva emerges and starts eating leaves. A

now lacks. Another is to find out why some area residents shop

heat unit is the number of degrees over the 45- degree

elsewhere. The city plans to use the results to help decide

threshold for each day's average temperature. For example, if a
day's average temperature is 61 degrees, that day has 16 heat
units. An alfalfa grower can add up each day's heat units in the
spring, and expect peak weevil emergence when the tally hits
340. A freeze before he counts 117 units kills the eggs and sets
the count back to zero. Huber has calculated similar systems

whether to invest in renovation projects in the downtown business district. The data will also go into a program to encourage
new and expanded businesses in town. In the two years following a similar market analysis in Willcox, retail sales in that city
grew 18 percent, and 17 new businesses opened.

for the pink bollworm and the codling moth, a fruit -tree pest.
He is working now on the Southwest corn borer and the to-

IN PLANT PATHOLOGY, Dr. Michael E. Stanghellini is testing uses for a temperature- sensing gun that takes advantage
of the fact the thirsty plants get hot. Water stress, whether due

bacco budworm, which attacks cotton. The heat -unit method,
called phenology, allows more accurate and localized predictions than use of calendar dates does. Better predictions of pest
populations allow growers to make management decisions
more efficiently, including decisions about pesticide use.

to a lack of moisture in the soil or a disease hindering the
plant's ability to use it, causes the plant's surface temperature to rise several degrees, compared to an unstressed plant.
The difference can often be felt by hand, but the gun allows

testing of many plants more quickly and accurately. When
pointed at an object, the hand -held gun gives a digital readout

of the object's surface temperature. UA affiliate Dr. Ray D.
Jackson of the USDA Water Resources Laboratory in Phoenix

pioneered use of the machine in agriculture. Stanghellini
expects it to be useful in early, non -destructive detection
of disease, and in screening for stress -resistant varieties in
plant breeding projects.

IN ANIMAL SCIENCES, Dr. Gerald H. Stott and Dr. Frank
Wiersma are studying ways to reduce the environmental stress
faced by newborn dairy calves in the southern Arizona summer. Calf loss in the state is highest in the summer. One reason

is that the heat reduces the newborns' capacity to pick up
disease -fighting chemicals called immunoglobulins from the
cows' new milk. This leaves the calves susceptible to infection

for their first month, until they start making their own immunoglobulins. Stott is determining factors that effect how
well and how long newborn calves can absorb immunoglobulins. His results emphasize the value of starting the calves'
feeding within 12 hours of birth, as well as reducing environmental stress.

IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, fourth -year students of
Walter E. Rogers and Gene S. Trobia are designing revitalization plans for the downtown area of Casa Grande. The City and
the Central Business District Association are paying expenses.
Rogers said, "Merchants there see the delicate balance they're
in right now with the first shopping center on the fringe of the
city starting to take away downtown business. If something is

not done soon, Casa Grande's downtown could begin the
same slow decay that Tucson and Phoenix have experienced."
The students are surveying attitudes of merchants and shop-

pers, and collecting information about parking needs, traffic
loads, pedestrian flow, visual qualities and other factors in the
business district. They will produce several alternative design
recommendations for revitalization. Closed -off pedestrian mall
designs were rejected by the city twice in the 1970s. The students are aiming for more realistic proposals that will make the

downtown more appealing to shoppers by enhancing the
image and vitality of the central business district.

IN NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE, Dr. J. Warren Stull
is using whey, a throwaway byproduct of cheese, to make
ice cream. In taste tests, 800 blindfolded people could not tell
the difference between the frozen dessert made from whey and
regular ice cream. Stull substitutes whey for the 50 to 60 per-

cent of ice cream that is usually whole milk. He uses whey
from cottage cheese, known as acid whey. In cheese making,
every 10 pounds of milk yields about nine pounds of whey,
which contains milk sugar and high -quality protein. Most of
the country's nine billion pounds of cottage cheese whey each
year goes down the sewer, though. Stull chemically changes its
acid and sugar content before using it in frozen dessert. He is
also testing a combination of whey and another junk material,
cotton gin trash, as a fermented livestock feed.
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ARIZONANS YOU SHOULD KNOW
Dr. Victor A. Christopherson, a professor of child develop-

ment and family relations in the UA School of Home
Economics, has received two faculty awards. The Tucson
Trade Bureau picked him for its 1980 Faculty Recognition
Award. Then University of Arizona Foundation gave him the
1980 UA Creative Teaching Award. The latter included a
$1,500 prize. Christopherson will teach courses in human development theories and advanced child development next fall.
He has been researching alcohol use patterns of Arizona's
rural elderly (see spring 1979 Progressive Agriculture) and the
development of social skills and behavior in rural youth.

Marvin Morrison of Higley was named `Arizona Extensionist of the Year" at the annual conference of the UA
Cooperative Extension Service. The farmer and rancher has
served on the Maricopa County Extension Board since it was
organized in 1964. He and his brother Kenneth run an extensive crop and livestock operation that includes a dairy, a feeding operation, and a beef ranch in Yavapai and Coconino
counties. Morrison has been active in agriculture since 1946,
and is also a director of the Arizona Public Service Company.
He was named Man of the Year in Arizona Agriculture in 1960.

The Extensionist of the Year award goes to people who
epitomize the Cooperative Extension Service philosophy of
service to others.

Bob Bowman of Greaterville, through a quarter century of
ranching, has earned the title of Arizona's 1980 Range Manager of the Year. The title comes from the Arizona Section of
the Society for Range Management. Flagstaff -area rancher
Herb Metzger is this year's runner -up. Bowman's 8,000 -acre
ranch, about 15 miles northwest of Sonoita, varies from level
bottomland to the rocky slopes of the Santa Rita Mountains.
About half of it lies in the Coronado National Forest. Use of a
three -pasture rotation system of deferred grazing, control of
burroweed and mesquite, and adjustment of cattle numbers in
dry years have helped him improve the quality both of the land
and of his herd of Hereford -Red Angus crossbreeds.

Dr. Wilford R. Gardner became head of the Soils, Water
and Engineering Department of the College of Agriculture on
April 1. He came to the University of Arizona from the University of Wisconsin, where he taught soil physics. Before that, he

worked with the USDA Salinity Laboratory in Riverside,
California, Iowa State University, and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. The Utah native earned his B.S. at Utah State University and his master's and doctoral degrees in soil physics
from Iowa State. In addition to administering the 30- faculty-

member UA Department of Soils, Water and Engineering,
Gardner will teach occasional soils classes and conduct research about relationships of plants and soil water, and the
transport of water and salts in soil.
Maria Paz Fernandez, UA graduate student in foods science,
was presented an academic medal by President of Mexico José
Lopez Portillo in Mexico City in November. The ceremony was
part of a three -day program for selected Mexican science students. Fernandez earned the award, and the trip to the national
capital, for her undergraduate work in chemistry at the University of Sonora in Hermosillo, her home city. She is a research
assistant to UA foods scientist Dr. J. Warren Stull.

Malena Tellez of Tucson won the 1979 National 4 -H Dairy
Award for her work with dairy goats. The 17- year -old started in

4 -H seven years ago with one goat. Her project, and the in
volvement it sparked from the rest of her family, grew into a
commercial goats' milk dairy, selling bottled milk to 13 health
food stores. She has milked up to 56 does each morning,
learned how to keep them healthy and how milk is tested, and
planned breeding to improve the herd. A $1,000 scholarship
comes with the national award. Tellez, a senior at Sabino High
School, plans to use it for studying agribusiness at the University of Arizona. This year, she switched her 4 -H emphasis from
dairy goats to Hereford cattle, tending three heifers, a bull, two
market steers and calves. She belongs to Desert Amigos 4 -H
club.

